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a b s t r a c t
The immersed boundary (IB) method originated by Peskin has been popular in modeling
and simulating problems involving the interaction of a flexible structure and a viscous
incompressible fluid. The Navier–Stokes (N–S) equations in the IB method are usually
solved using numerical methods such as FFT and projectionmethods. Here in ourwork, the
N–S equations are solved by an alternative approach, the lattice Boltzmannmethod (LBM).
Compared tomany conventional N–S solvers, the LBMcan be easier to implement andmore
convenient for modeling additional physics in a problem. This alternative approach adds
extra versatility to the immersed boundary method. In this paper we discuss the use of a
3D lattice Boltzmannmodel (D3Q19)within the IBmethod.We use this hybrid approach to
simulate a viscous flow past a flexible sheet tethered at its middle line in a 3D channel and
determine a drag scaling law for the sheet. Ourmain conclusions are: (1) the hybridmethod
is convergent with first-order accuracy which is consistent with the immersed boundary
method in general; (2) the drag of the flexible sheet appears to scale with the inflow speed
which is in sharp contrast with the square law for a rigid body in a viscous flow.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Problems involving fluid–flexible-structure interactions are ubiquitous in Nature: fish swimming in the ocean [1], sessile
marine organisms waving in the water [2], and red blood cells moving in the flowing blood in human vessels [3], to
name but a few. These problems involve the complicated interplay between a viscous fluid, deformable body, and free
moving boundary, making them difficult to discern. Consequently, analytic solutions are rare and almost nonexistent, but a
computational approach is a viable possibility.
Currently there exist a variety of methods developed for handling this type of problem. Traditionally solving a
fluid–structure-interaction (FSI) problem with complex geometry relies on the body-fitted unstructured grid method [4]
or the overset grid method [5]. A somewhat non-conventional approach, the immersed boundary (IB) method originated
by Charles Peskin [6,7] in 1972, was probably the first method developed for addressing the fully fluid–flexible-structure-
interaction problem. Since the birth of the IB method, many other methods for fluid–structure-interaction problems have
emerged. These include the arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian method [8,9], the material point method [10,11], the fictitious
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domain method [12–14], the immersed interface method [15–18], the ghost fluid method [19–21], the immersed finite
element method [22,23], the extended immersed boundary method [24], the immersed continuum method [25,26], the
level set method [27–30], and other IB methods designed specifically for fluid–rigid-body interactions [31–34].
Various versions of the IB method have been developed in response to the needs of their application: in addition
to the original version [35,6,36–38], there exist the vortex-method version [39], the volume-conserved version [40,41],
the adaptive mesh version [42], the (formally) second-order versions [43–45], the multigrid version [46], the penalty
version [47], the implicit versions [48–50,16,51,52], and the stochastic version [53,54].
A basic element of the IB method is how to solve the viscous incompressible flow problem. Usually, the Navier–Stokes
equations are solved using a variety of numerical techniques, such as the fast Fourier transform, the projection method, and
the particle-in-cell method. Another novel and popular approach is to replace the Navier–Stokes equations solver by the
lattice Boltzmann method (LBM).
The LBM is an alternative to traditional numerical methods for obtaining the flow solution. Rather than solving for the
macroscopic variables such as velocity and pressure directly, the LBM employs a mesoscopic description and deals with
a single-particle velocity distribution function g(x, ξ, t) (x represents the spatial coordinate, ξ is the particle velocity, and
t is time) that obeys an approximate Boltzmann equation. It has been well established in the past few decades that the
LBM is a powerful tool of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [55–64] and is applicable to almost all branches of CFD [65].
Compared to conventional approaches for solving the flow problem, the LBM is simpler to use, easier to parallelize, and
more convenient to use to incorporate additional physics into a model to simulate new phenomena, particularly in three
dimensions.
In this paper we discuss a three-dimensional IBmethod using the lattice Boltzmann (LB) approach (the D3Q19model) for
obtaining the viscous incompressible flow in simulating the interaction in a 3D viscous flow past a flexible sheet tethered
at the middle line. The aim of this study is to focus on drag scaling laws for flexible sheets.
Very recently a combination of the IB method and the LBM (the IB–LBM) was introduced to simulate the interaction
of rigid particles with viscous incompressible flows in the area of particulate flows by Feng and Michaelides [66,67]. An
improvement of the IB–LBM in 2D was proposed by Niu et al. [68] where a modified momentum exchange method [69]
was used for computing the immersed boundary force at the known rigid boundary position. (The methods used in [66,67]
were the penalty method and the direct forcing scheme.) Another improvement of the IB–LBM [66,67] in 2D was proposed
by Sui et al. [70] where the authors used the multi-block version of the LBM [71,72] for the coupling with the IB method.
This hybrid IB and multi-block LB method is highly suitable for treating high Re flows. Peng and Luo [73] did a comparative
study on the immersed boundary method and the lattice Boltzmann method in handling fluid–structure interaction in two
dimensions. Other hybrid methods involving the immersed boundary and the lattice Boltzmannmethod include those of Le
and Zhang [74], Sui, Chew, et al. [75], Feng and Michaelides [76], and Cheng and Zhang [77]. Note that the works [67,75,76]
are three dimensional while the remainder are two dimensional.
In this paper, we discuss a three-dimensional IB method using the D3Q19 lattice Boltzmann model to provide the flow
solution and adopting the approach of Guo et al. [78] to treat the external forces (including the immersed boundary force)
within the LBM. We note that this treatment does not alter the way to compute the immersed boundary force.
Our approach is similar to the work by Sui et al. [75]. Themajor differences between ourmethod and some other existing
hybrid IB/LBM methods are as follows:
(1) The IB/LBM of Feng and Michaelides [66,67] is formulated for rigid particles; our work is formulated for flexible
structures. The rigid particles’ motions are governed by Newton’s second law: F = ma. In contrast, the motion of a
flexible structure in our study is described by ∂X
∂t = U, and Newton’s second law is used to compute the force that the
immersed structure exerts on the ambient fluid.
(2) The external forcing term in the LBM is treated differently. The approach to include the immersed boundary force in the
IB–LBM results in a scheme which does not converge to the incompressible viscous Navier–Stokes equations in general.
It does so only under some assumptions which cannot hold true in the IB context [78]. We use another way to introduce
external forces into the LBMwhich has been studied and shown by Guo et al. [78] to recover the viscous incompressible
Navier–Stokes equations unconditionally.
We apply our newly developed 3D IB/LBM method to study via simulation viscous flows in a 3D channel past a flexible
sheet fixed at its midline. This problem generalizes an important 2D problem of viscous flow past an elastic fiber tethered
at its center point treated by Steinberg [79], by Alben, Shelley and Zhang [80,81], and by Zhu and Peskin [82–84]. The 3D
extension is significant. Classic theory [85] predicts that the drag of a rigid body in a rapidly flowingmedium is proportional
to the square of the oncoming medium speed. This law may not hold for a flexible body because it is compliant and
accommodates the flow by bending and streamlining. Very recently Alben, Shelley and Zhang have found that the drag of a
flexible fiber in a 2D flowing soap film scales with a factor of 43 of the incoming flow speed at very high Reynolds numbers
[80,81]. Zhu [84] has found that the exponent of the drag scaling depends on the Reynolds number: the exponent decreases
monotonically from approximately 2 towards 4/3 as Re increases from 10 to 800. What can go on in three dimensions?
There are two important dimensionless parameters in fluid–flexible-structure-interaction problems: the Reynolds number
and the dimensionless bending modulus (see Table 1 for definitions). How do these dimensionless parameters influence
the drag scaling in three dimensions? We attempt to answer these questions via numerical simulations. Our major result is
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that the drag of the flexible sheet appears to scale as the first power of the inflow speed in the ranges of the dimensionless
parameters used in our simulations.
The remainder of the paper is as follows. A general 3D IB/LBM formulation is described in Section 2 including governing
equations and their discretization. Section 3 describes the modeling of the application problem and the major simulation
results including method validation, flow visualization and drag scaling. Section 4 concludes the paper with a summary and
discussion.
2. The lattice Boltzmann IB formulation
2.1. Governing equations
Choosing appropriate reference quantities for length (the width of the plateW ), velocity (the inflow speed U) and mass
density (the constant fluid mass density ρ0), our lattice Boltzmann IB formulation for fluid–flexible-structure interaction is
formulated in dimensionless form as follows:
∂g(x, ξ, t)
∂t
+ ξ · ∂g(x, ξ, t)
∂x
+ f(x, t) · ∂g(x, ξ, t)
∂ξ
= −1
τ
(g(x, ξ, t)− g(0)(x, ξ, t)), (1)
Eq. (1) is the Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook (BGK) equation [86] which is used to describe the motion of both the fluid and
the immersed boundary. The function g(x, ξ, t) is the single-particle velocity distribution function, where x is the spatial
coordinate, ξ is the particle velocity, and t is time. f (x, ξ, t)dxdξ represents the probability of finding a particle at time
t located in [x, x + dx] moving with a velocity between ξ and ξ + dξ. The term − 1
τ
(g − g(0)) is the well-known BGK
approximation [86] to the complex collision operator in the Boltzmann equation, where the τ is the relaxation time
(dimensionless). It is connected to the fluid kinematic viscosity ν (dimensionless) in the LBM. (Different models may have
different τ–ν relationships. For the D3Q19 model, ν = 2τ−16 .) The g(0) is the Maxwellian distribution. The external force
term f(x, t) = fib(x, t)+ fext(x, t). The fib(x, t) is the force imparted by the immersed boundary to the fluid. The fext(x, t) is
other external forces acting on the fluid, e.g. the gravity. The macroscopic variables such as the fluid mass density (ρ) and
momentum (ρu) can be computed from the velocity distribution function g via Eqs. (2) and (3).
ρ(x, t) =
∫
g(x, ξ, t)dξ, (2)
(ρu)(x, t) =
∫
g(x, ξ, t)ξdξ. (3)
The Eulerian force density fib(x, t) defined on the fixed Eulerian lattice is calculated from the Lagrangian force density
F(α, t) defined on the Lagrangian grid by Eq. (4).
fib(x, t) =
∫
F(α, t)δ(x− X(α, t))dα (4)
where the function δ(x) is the Dirac δ-function. The Lagrangian force density F is computed as follows:
F(α, t) = −∂E
∂X
= −∂(Es + Eb)
∂X
. (5)
In Eq. (5) the elastic potential energy density (E ) consisted of a stretching/compression part (Es) and a bending (Eb) part:
E = Es + Eb
and these are defined respectively by Eqs. (6) and (7),
Es = 12Ks
∫ ∫
dα2dα3
∫  ∂X∂α1
− 12 dα1 (6)
Eb = 12Kb
∫ ∫
dα2dα3
∫ ∂2X(α, t)∂α12
2 dα1. (7)
The variables α1, α2, α3 are the three components of the Lagrangian variable α. In the case of an immersed surface, such
as the plate in our application problem (see Section 3 for details), α2 may be used to denote a fiber, α1 to denote the arc-
length along the fiber at its initial configuration, and α3 is not used. Note that in this case we assume that the elastic plate
is made of intersecting longitudinal and lateral fibers. Ks is the stretching/compression coefficient and constant Kb is the
bending rigidity. Both constants are related to the Young’s modulus of the plate.
The motion of the immersed plate is described by a system of first-order ordinary differential equations, Eq. (8):
∂X
∂t
(α, t) = U(α, t). (8)
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Fig. 1. Lattice Boltzmann D3Q19 model. Particles at a typical node (the center of the cube) can move along 18 different directions, denoted by 1 through
18. Particles are also allowed to stay at the node.
The X(α, t) is the Eulerian coordinate of the immersed plate at time t whose Lagrangian coordinate is α. The immersed
boundary velocityU(α, t) is interpolated from the fluid velocity u(x, t) by using the same δ-function to impart the boundary
force to the fluid (see Eq. (9)):
U(α, t) =
∫
u(x, t)δ(x− X(α, t))dx. (9)
2.2. Discretization
The above non-linear system of differential–integral equations (Eqs. (1)–(9)) is discretized on a uniform fixed Eulerian
cubic lattice for the fluid with the uniform meshwidth h (the number of grid nodes is Nx, Ny and Nz in the x, y and z
directions, respectively), plus a collection ofmoving Lagrangian discrete points for the immersed boundarywithmeshwidth
∆α1 = ∆α2 = 12h. The D3Q19 model [55,56] is used to discretize the BGK equation (Eq. (1)). It has been shown that the
D3Q19 model is better than the D3Q15 and D3Q27 models in terms of computational reliability and efficiency [87]. In the
D3Q19 model, particles impinging on and exiting at each lattice node can move along eighteen different directions. They
are also allowed to stay together with the rest state at the node. Thus, the particle velocity space ξ is discretized by a finite
set of 19 velocities. The discrete velocity can be written as (see Fig. 1 for a diagram)
ξj =

(0, 0, 0), j = 0
(±1, 0, 0), (0,±1, 0), (0, 0,±1), j = 1, 2, . . . , 6
(±1,±1, 0), (±1, 0,±1), (0,±1,±1), j = 7, 8, . . . , 18.
Let gj(x, t) be the distribution function along ξj. A second-order space and time discretization in a Lagrangian
coordinate system is applied to derive the lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE) that advances gj(x, t) forward by one step (the
dimensionless time step size is set to 1 in the LBM used here):
gj(x+ ξj, t + 1) = gj(x, t)−
1
τ
(gj(x, t)− g0j (x, t))+

1− 1
2τ

wj

ξj − u
cs2
+ ξj · u
cs4
ξj

· f (10)
wherewj is the weight, which takes the values
wj =
1/3, j = 0
1/18, j = 1, 2, . . . , 6
1/36, j = 7, 8, . . . , 18.
Here cs = c/
√
3 is speed of sound of the model, and c is the lattice speed associated with the D3Q19 model:
c =

0, j = 0
1, j = 1, 2, . . . , 6√
2, j = 7, 8, . . . , 18.
In this model, the relaxation time τ is related to the dimensionless fluid viscosity ν by the equation ν = 2τ−16 . We follow
Guo et al. [78] in treating the external forces of Eq. (10). They proved that their treatment is more accurate than the one used
in the LB/LBM [66,67]. Here the fluid velocity u and forces fib and fext are evaluated at time t .
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The macroscopic variables such as density ρ(x, t) and momentum ρu(x, t) are related to the gj(x, t) at each node by
ρ(x, t) =
−
j
gj(x, t), (11)
(ρu)(x, t) =
−
j
ξjgj(x, t)+
f(x, t)
2
. (12)
For an isothermal fluid, the equilibrium distribution function g0j (which is a function of ρ and u) in the D3Q19 model is
given by
g0j (x, t) = ρ(x, t)wj

1+ 3ξj · u(x, t)+
9
2
(ξj · u(x, t))2 −
3
2
u(x, t) · u(x, t)

. (13)
The bounce-back scheme [88] is used to model the no-slip boundary condition for a fixed rigid wall (four sidewalls in our
problem). Notice that no special treatment for the freely moving immersed flexible boundary is needed on the LBM part. It
is handled by the IB method through the immersed boundary force. The LBE ‘‘feels’’ the existence of the immersed flexible
boundary through the force.
The duration of the time step is set to 1 in the LBM; let n be the time step index: gn = g(x, ξ, n), Xn(α) = X(α, n),
un = u(x, n), pn = p(x, n), ρn = ρ(x, n). Let the plate be represented by a discrete collection of fibers whose Lagrangian
coordinate is α2. Let α2 = q∆α2, where q is an integer. Let each fiber be represented by a discrete collection of points
whose Lagrangian coordinate is α1. Let α1 = m∆α1, where m is an integer. The ‘‘half-integer’’ points are given by
α1 = (m+ 1/2)∆α1. For any function φ(α), let
(Dαφ)(α) = φ(α +
∆α
2 )− φ(α − ∆α2 )
∆α
. (14)
Then the stretching energy and the corresponding force are discretized as the following:
Es = 12Ks
−
m
(|Dα1X| − 1)2∆α1 =
1
2
Ks
nf−1−
m=1
 |Xm+1 − Xm|
∆α1
− 1
2
∆α1 (15)
(Fs)l = Ks
∆α1
2
nf−1−
m=1
(|Xm+1 − Xm| −∆α1) Xm+1 − Xm|Xm+1 − Xm| (δml − δm+1,l). (16)
Here (Fs)l, l = 1, 2, . . . , nf , is the Lagrangian force density Fs associated with the node l. The bending energy and the
corresponding force are discretized as follows:
Eb = 12Kb
−
m
|Dα1Dα1X|2∆α1 =
1
2
Kb
nf−1−
m=2
[ |Xm+1 + Xm−1 − 2Xm|2
(∆α1)4
]
∆α1 (17)
(Fb)l = Kb
(∆α1)4
nf−1−
m=2
(Xm+1 + Xm−1 − 2Xm)(2δml − δm+1,l − δm−1,l). (18)
Here (Fb)l, l = 1, 2, . . . , nf , is the Lagrangian force density Fb associated with the node l; nf is the total number of grid
points of the plate, the δkl is the Kronecker symbol whose definition is
δml =

1, ifm = l,
0, ifm ≠ l.
The sums in Eqs. (16) and (18) can be simplified by making use of the Kronecker delta property, but it is actually better
not to make this simplification, but to compute the forces directly from Eqs. (16) and (18), since this avoids complications
at the four edges of the plate.
Note that Eq. (15) is a discretization of Eq. (6) along the longitudinal direction (i.e. α1) and Eq. (16) is a discretization of
Eq. (7) along the longitudinal direction (i.e. α1). Eq. (16) and Eq. (18) are obtained by taking the derivative with respect to
the variable X in Eqs. (15) and (17), respectively. Therefore Eqs. (16) and (18) give the force of a typical longitudinal fiber.
The same calculation is repeated for all the longitudinal fibers (i.e. integration on α2). The forces exerted by the lateral fibers
are computed in a similar way except that now α2 denotes the arc-length and α1 denotes different lateral fibers.
Note that the total Lagrangian force density F(α, t) = Fs(α, t) + Fb(α, t). The two integral relations can be discretized
as follows:
f nib(x) =
−
α
Fn(α)δh(x− Xn(α))∆α (19)
Un+1(α) =
−
x
un+1(x)δh(x− Xn(α))h3. (20)
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Here the notation
∑
α means that the sum with respect to α is taken over all of a discrete collection of points (first sum
over all discrete points of a fiber in the form α1 = m∆α1, wherem is an integer; then sum over all discrete fibers in the form
α2 = q∆α2, where q is an integer), while the notation∑x means that the sum with respect to x is taken over all discrete
points of the form x = (ih, jh, kh), where i, j and k are integers, h is the meshwidth. δh is a smoothed approximation of the
Dirac δ function. In the IB method, δh is written in the following form:
δh(x) = h−3ψ
 x
h

ψ
 y
h

ψ
 z
h

(21)
where h is the mesh spacing, x = (x, y, z), and ψ is chosen as
ψ(r) =
1
4

1+ cos
πr
2

, if |r| ≤ 2
0, otherwise.
See [38] for details regarding the choice of ψ(r). Note that the support of δh is a cube with width 4h at each discrete
plate point instead of a sphere with diameter of 4h. See [89] for an improvement to the discretization of the delta function
to reduce force oscillations for moving-boundary simulations.
With Un+1(α) known from Eq. (9), the plate motion equations are discretized as follows:
Xn+1(α)− Xn(α)
∆t
= Un+1(α). (22)
A summary of our algorithm is as follows: Given the values of all variables at the nth time step, we advance sequentially
values of all variables at the (n+ 1)th time step as follows:
(1) Compute the elastic force Fn+1 from Xn using Eqs. (16) and (18).
(2) Spread the Lagrangian force density Fn+1 onto the fluid lattice using Eq. (19),
(3) Compute the particle collision, i.e. calculate 1
τ
(g − g0) in Eq. (10) via the equilibrium velocity distribution from Eq. (13),
(4) Update the velocity distribution function via streaming and external forcing using Eq. (10),
(5) Compute the new fluid velocity un+1 using Eqs. (11) and (12),
(6) Interpolate the velocity of the immersed boundary Un+1 from the velocity un+1 of the ambient fluid using Eq. (20),
(7) Update the position of the immersed boundary (i.e. compute Xn+1(α) via Eq. (22)).
3. Application — simulation of a 3D viscous incompressible flow past an elastic plate tethered at its midline
3.1. The model problem
We consider generalizing a previously studied problem of a 2D viscous flow past a flexible sheet tethered at the midline
to 3D (see Fig. 2). The rectangular channel flow is affixed with a right-handed orthogonal coordinate system with the
x-axis in a downward flow direction and the y-axis points from front to rear. The quadrilateral inside the box represents
a deformable flexible sheet where the dashed line represents the tethered midline of the sheet. The front and rear, left
and right boundaries are rigid walls. The top and bottom are respectively open inflow and outflow boundaries. The fluid
is homogeneous, viscous and incompressible. The rectangular elastic sheet is matted with longitudinal and lateral linear
elastic fibers having identical mechanical properties and is modeled by a lattice of Hookean springs of finite stiffness with a
given node on the lattice connected to it four nearest neighbors. The stretching/compression coefficients of the longitudinal
and lateral fibers are identical. The numerical values used in the simulations make the sheet somewhat extensible (an
inextensible sheet is infinitely stiff andwould cause numerical instability of the simulations). Themaximum relative change
in the length is less than 10%. The degree of stretching depends on the specific values of the dimensionless parameters used
for a simulation. The fibers along each direction have identical bending moduli, which can be varied in our simulations.
The flow channel is an unit square in its cross section and has a length of two units in the flow direction, and the elastic
sheet has a width to length ratio of 1 to 2. The midline of the sheet is tethered by stiff springs to a fixed line segment from
point (xt , y1t , zt) to point (xt , y2t , zt). The sheet width is W = y2t − y1t . The sheet length is L = 2W . The sheet is placed
initially horizontally, i.e. on the y–z plane. In the IBmethod, the dragmay be computed conveniently by summing the tension
at all of the nodes (discrete points) on the midline. The stiffness of the virtual spring is chosen to be very large such that the
maximum magnitude of the displacement of the midline nodes is small enough that the sheet midline is virtually fixed in
the physical space.
The three important dimensionless parameters used in this work are listed in Table 1. Here V0 is the inflow speed, L is the
sheet length,W is the sheet width, ν is the fluid kinematic viscosity, ρ0 is the fluidmass density,M is the sheetmass density,
Kb is the sheet bending modulus. Other dimensionless parameters are as follows: the stretching/compression coefficient of
the fibers Kˆs = 20; that of the virtual springs used to tether the midline of the sheet Kˆst = 20–40. Note that the sheet is
made of fibers of identical mechanical properties, i.e. the values of Kˆb and Kˆs are constant everywhere on the sheet including
the midline that is tethered.
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Table 1
Dimensionless parameters used in the simulations.
Name Definition Range
Reynolds number (Re) V0W
ν
0.1–200
Dimensionless flexure modulus (Kˆb)
Kb
ρ0V20W
4 0.0001–0.05
Dimensionless mass density (Mˆ) M
ρ0LW
1
INFLOW
FIXED MIDDLE LINE
Fig. 2. A viscous flow past an elastic sheet tethered at the midline.
3.2. Validation of the numerical method
Convergence checking for a series of gradually refined grids ensures that the results obtained using the 3D IB/LBMmethod
are reliable and, at the same time, it provides a measure of the accuracy. Note that when the grid size is refined, the physical
time step is also halved, all the dimensionless parameters are fixed, and the numerical results are scaled back to the physical
space (rather than in the lattice Boltzmann units). Simulations on grids of different sizes should run to the same physical
time (the lattice Boltzmann steps are therefore usually different). Because of computational limitations, the convergence
check was performed on a cubic channel, i.e. a channel with equal length, width, and height. The finest grid is taken as
80× 80× 80; the coarsest grid is 10× 10× 10. The mesh refinement ratio is 2. The results are as follows: When the IB is
absent, the order of convergence for the first component of velocity (u) is nearly 2 in L2 norm (the specific values are 1.6, 1.7),
which agrees with the fact that the lattice Boltzmann method is second order in accuracy. When the IB is present, we get
1.2, 1.3 in L2 norm for uwhich is reasonable because the formulation of the immersed 2D sheet in a 3D flow is singular, and
that can cause order reduction near the immersed boundary. Similar results are obtained for the other two components of
the velocity. The above numerical results indicate that our method is convergent and the order of accuracy is approximately
1 which is consistent with other versions of the IB method in general [6,36–38,46].
3.3. Flow and sheet visualization
The dynamics of the flow and of its interaction with the tethered sheet is visualized: A set of typical pictures is plotted
in Figs. 3 and 4. The dimensionless parameters are as follows: Re = 100, Kˆb = 0.001. The dimensionless time in lattice
Boltzmann units is 119,600. Fig. 3(a) shows the streamlines of the flow. The gray surface represents the flexible sheet at the
stationary state. Each thick curve represents a streamline whose tangent at any point represents the velocity direction at
that point, and the color represents the magnitude of the velocity. Notice the complicated pattern right behind the flexible
sheet (compared to other regions): the curves are tortuous and intertwined. This signifies the complexity of the flow field
behind the sheet, i.e. the formation of vortices. It should be pointed out that this is a 3D plot and the seemingly intersecting
curves do not actually intersect. Fig. 3(b) visualizes the velocity field via contours of the magnitude of the velocity. In this
figure, different colors represent different values of the level set. The 3D space is cut open parallel to the x–y plane with
the z-coordinate being 31.5 in lattice Boltzmann units. Fig. 4 visualize the vortical field through plotting the contours of the
three components of the vorticity Ω = (ω1, ω2, ω3). Each level surface is identified by a distinct color. The attached color
bar provides a measure of the level set’s magnitude. The frame of the coordinates given in each figure gives the orientation
of the flow. The 3D flow is visualized by cutting open three mutually orthogonal sectional planes: Fig. 4(a) gives the flow
obtained by cutting open an x–y plane at z = 40; Fig. 4(b) gives the flow obtained by cutting open an x–z plane at y = 31.5;
and, finally, Fig. 4(c) gives the flow obtained by cutting open an x–y plane at z = 31.5. From these figures we see that the
vortex shedding is not intensive. Probably this is because the Re = 100 is not high enough. See Section 4 for a discussion.
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a
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Fig. 3. Visualization of (a) the streamlines and (b) the velocity field via the contours of the velocity magnitude. Each color represents a different level set
of the velocity magnitude.
a b
c
Fig. 4. 3D visualization of the vortical field via the contours of (a) ω1 , (b) ω2 and (c) ω3 .
3.4. Drag scaling
The time-averaged drag coefficient is given by
C¯d = D¯0.5ρ0V 20 LW
,
where D¯ is the time-averaged instantaneous drag of the sheet, L andW are the length andwidth of the sheet, respectively. The
instantaneous drag D is recorded every tr steps (the LB unit for time) from the initial time zero until the end of a simulation
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Fig. 5. Drag coefficient versus Re for three values of the bending modulus (top) and the shape and position of the sheet versus Re for a bending modulus
of 0.005 (bottom).
(te). The averaging ofD is done from an instant ts when the flow reaches a quasi-steady state to te. Inmost of our simulations,
ts = 50,000, te = 100,000, and tr = 200. Three series of simulations were performed with three different values of the
elastic sheet’s dimensionless bending modulus (Kˆb = 5×10−4, 10−3, 5×10−3). In each series, the Reynolds number varies
from 0.1 to 200, while the other dimensionless parameters are fixed.
3.4.1. Drag coefficient C¯d versus Reynolds number Re
Plotted on a log–log scale in the top panel in Fig. 5 are three sets of time-averaged drag coefficient, C¯d data as functions
of Re for three different values of the dimensionless bending modulus Kˆb. The red, green and blue solid dots represent
respectively the time-averaged drag coefficient for Kˆb = 5×10−3, Kˆb = 10−3, and Kˆb = 5×10−4. From Fig. 5, we see that a
more flexible sheet corresponding to a smaller value of Kˆb has a lower time-averaged drag coefficient than a less flexible one
with a larger value of Kˆb. This is expected because flexibility may induce drag reduction. For the three values of the bending
modulus, the C¯d data share a common feature: when the Reynolds number Re is sufficiently small, the drag coefficient C¯d is
approximately the reciprocal of the Reynolds number (the data corresponding to each Kˆb are approximately parallel to the
line Cd = kRe where k is a constant) which is reasonable [85]; when Re is sufficiently large, C¯d is nearly constant (C¯d scales
as the zeroth power of Re); when Re is in between, the drag coefficient does not scale as a single power of Re (each set of the
data does not fit to any single straight line).
Plotted on the bottom panel of Fig. 5 are the shape and position of the sheet after it reaches a quasi-steady state for
different Reynolds numbers with dimensionless bending modulus of 5× 10−3 (other values of Kˆb produce similar figures).
Each color surface (looking like a curve when reviewed from a certain angle) identifies a sheet with a different Reynolds
number. The innermost surface corresponds to the smallest Re and the outermost surface corresponds to the greatest Re. As
Re increases the sheet position expands outwards. Note that some sheet positions and shapes are very close to each other
and look as though they were overlapped in the figure. Intuitively, one may argue that as Re increases the greater inertial
forces would cause the sheet to bend more and, thus, the sheet position should contract inwards. But this is not the case
according to our simulations. A similar phenomenonwas also found in two dimensions [83]. It appears that the fluid viscous
forces are more influential as regards the bending of the sheet than the inertial forces. The smaller the Re, the greater the
viscous force—thus causing the sheet to bend more.
3.4.2. Drag scaling and the sheet’s flexibility η
We introduce a dimensionless dragD = C¯dη2, and a second variable η = 1√Kb to characterize the elastic sheet’s flexibility.
Note that a larger value of η implies a more flexible sheet while a greater value of Kˆb implies a stiffer sheet. It can be shown
that D scales with η in the same way as the total dimensional drag scales with the inflow speed U . The dimensionless drag
D is presented as functions of the sheet flexibility η for three different Reynolds numbers on a log–log scale in the top panel
of Fig. 6. The red, black, and green bullets represent respectively results for Re = 1, 10, and Re = 100. The three straight
lines (red, black and green) are the least square lines fitted to the data for a given value of Re. The slopes for the three
lines are approximately 1.1, 0.9 and 1.0, corresponding to Re = 1, 10, 100, respectively. This suggests that the drag D as a
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Fig. 6. Drag scaling for three values of the Reynolds numbers (left) and the shape and position of the sheet versus the bending modulus for Re = 100
(right).
function of flexibility ηmay be approximated as a power law for a given Re, and the exponent is approximately unity for Re in
[1, 100]. It seems that the drag of a flexible sheet scales approximately as the inflow speed for Re between 1 and 100. Recall
that in the case of a 2D viscous flow past a flexible fiber fixed at its midpoint the exponent of drag scaling (power law)
decreases approximately from 2 towards 4/3 as Re increases from approximately 10 to 104. Our 3D simulation results show
that flexibility induces more drag reduction at low Reynolds numbers. Note that a similar drag scaling was found by Qi [90]
for the drag of multiple flexible chains falling in a viscous flow at low Reynolds numbers.
The bottom panel of Fig. 6 gives the shape and position of the sheet after it reaches a quasi-steady state for different
values of the dimensionless bending modulus Kˆb with Re = 10 (similar figures for other values of Re). Each color surface
(which may look like a curve when viewed from certain angles) corresponds to a sheet with a different value of Kˆb. The
innermost surface corresponds to the smallest Kˆb and the outermost surface corresponds to the largest Kˆb. As Kˆb increases
the sheet position moves outwards. This is because a more flexible sheet (with a lower Kˆb value) is more easily bent and
streamlined by the local flow. Note that some sheet positions and shapes are rather close to each other and they look as
though they were overlapped in the figure.
4. Summary and discussion
Wehave proposed a 3D immersed boundary (IB) method using the D3Q19 lattice Boltzmannmodel to represent the flow
model. Our numerical study indicates that the hybrid method is first-order accurate, which is comparable to the situation
for other versions of the IB method in general. The newly developed method is employed to simulate a viscous flow past a
compliant sheet fixed at its midline in a 3D channel. Our numerical results indicate that the drag of the flexible sheet scales
approximately as the inflow speed in the ranges of the dimensionless parameters used in the simulations. This is in sharp
contrast with the drag of a rigid body in a viscous flow (drag scales as the square of the inflow speed).
Our numerical results for the flexible-sheet–fluid interaction are based on simulations with dimensionless parameters
in certain ranges: 0.1 ≤ Re ≤ 200, 0.0001 ≤ Kˆb ≤ 0.05. We would like to point out that when the Reynolds number Re or
the dimensionless bending rigidity Kˆb are too large, the numerical method becomes unstable. When Kˆb is sufficiently large,
small deformations of the immersed boundary may generate sufficiently large force to induce overshoot of the immersed
boundary leading to instability. When the Reynolds number is sufficiently large, inertia forces dominate over viscous forces.
This gives rise to rapid relaxation of the immersed solid boundary towards tangential equilibrium, which engenders an even
stricter constraint on the time step size for an explicit IB method such as ours to maintain numerical stability. Moreover, as
Re increases, flow gradients are more confined, i.e. thinner boundary layers formed, vortical flows are tighter spirals, etc. So,
the flow variations grow larger. Spatial resolution deteriorates and a solution can grow unboundedly. Therefore finer spatial
resolution and a smaller time step size are needed to correctly resolve the flow. The possible synergistic interaction of these
two factors may render the stability analysis more difficult. Significant efforts along this direction are certainly needed in
the future.
Note that except for the convergence check, the results presented here are based on simulations performed on a grid of
120×60×60. The flexible sheet is 20×40 (width by height). Initially the spaces between the sheet edges and the walls are
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10 along the z direction (top to bottom) and 20 along the y direction (front to rear). While the distance between the sheet
edges and the walls in the y direction remains roughly the same, the distance along the z direction increases as the sheet
bends with the flow. The final distance when the flow reaches a quasi-steady state varies from simulation to simulation
depending on the specific parameters used. One may wonder what the wall effects on the simulation results are. The wall
effects for the 2D version of this problem have been investigated quantitatively by Zhu [83]. We believe that the wall effects
in 3D should be approximately the same in general. That is, compared to the unbounded case (the ratio of the sheet width
to the channel width is zero), a finite size of the flow channel may delay the vortex formation and shedding and slightly
increase the drag coefficient of the sheet.
In the case of a viscous flow past a rigid object, the vortex shedding is usually seen when Re is of the order of 100. But
here in our case, vortex shedding is not apparent at this range of Re. Presumably this is because the sheet is deformable. The
existence of a second dimensionless parameter, i.e. the flexure modulus Kˆb, may quantitatively modify the role of Re. It has
been shown in the 2D equivalent [83] of the 3D problem here in our work that the critical Re for vortex shedding increases
as the Kˆb decreases, i.e., the flexibility of the sheet will delay the vortex shedding compared to that for a rigid sheet. Together
with the similar effect of a finite flow channel, this may explain why the vortex shedding is not intensive for our simulations
at Re round 100.
Notice that the drag coefficient in our case (a flexible sheet) is in general approximately one order of magnitude greater
than that of a rigid plate placed normal to an incompressible viscous flow [91]. To explain this seeming contradiction, we
would like to point out first that the flexible sheet in our simulations is in fact not inextensible: it stretches with the local
flow and this can be seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 5. A stretched flexible sheet absorbs more elastic energy from the
flowing fluid and therefore experiences more drag than an inextensible flexible body. Secondly, the drag reduction induced
by body flexibility discussed in our paper means that the drag of a flexible body is reduced when it bends and streamlines
with the local flow because of its flexibility. In our case it appears that the drag coefficient Cd decreases with the degree
of body flexibility Kˆb. This is because a more flexible sheet tends to bend more and represent itself as a smaller obstacle to
the mainstream flow, and thus to reduce resistance from the flow. We hasten to add that this does not necessarily mean
that the drag of a flexible body must be less than that of a corresponding rigid body of the same geometry. In some cases
just the opposite is found. Here are two more examples. Existing laboratory experimental data [92,93] show that the drag
coefficient of a rigid smooth plate alignedwith a viscous flow is approximately 10 times less than that of a flexible stationary
flag of the same geometry. A very recent work by [94] has found something similar: the drag coefficient of a flexible flapping
biofilm is greater than that of a stiffer biofilm in a viscous flow. An intuitive explanation may be as follows: when a viscous
fluid is moving past a flexible body, the local body surface, especially the edges of the body, may move more easily with the
local flow compared to the rigid case. This kind of ‘‘extra’’ local movement of a flexible body which is absent in the case of
a rigid body generates more disturbances to the local flow and thus causes more energy dissipation due to fluid viscosity.
Consequently the flexible body may experience more resistance from the flow compared to a rigid equivalent. This effect
becomes more important as the body becomes more flexible. This being said, however, analytical or quantitative results
seems to be out of the question at this point. Certainly this issue is worthy of further study in the future.
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